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THE TEAM

that’s Dudley MBC’s vision for investing well in its homes and
neighbourhoods.

The Council has asked ARK Consultancy to help it to plan for
carrying out improvement works to its housing and to areas around
those homes.

For some time, the Council has been assessing its homes and has a
good understanding of which homes and which areas need higher
levels of investment to get things right for residents now and in the
future. 

ARK has been talking to groups which represent local residents, like
The Housing Board, Dudley Federation of Tenants and Residents
Association (DFTRA) and The High Rise Forum. This is helping the
Council to focus on improvements which residents want to see
most.

We now want to test views and explore possible improvement
works with people living in some parts of the borough so that we
build an even clearer picture of priorities. 

This newsletter is aimed at explaining how ARK and the Council
would like to hear your views, give you some information on how
we would like to develop plans for improvement works and
introduce the people at ARK who are helping with this work and are
useful contacts for you.

BETTER HOMES, BETTER PLACES,
BETTER LIVES.. .

Properties in these areas were identified in a housing assessment
previously carried out by the Council as needing a lot of
resources to maintain
They contain a mix of high-rise and low-rise properties
They represent a good spread across the borough (north, central
and south).

Chapel Street Estate, Brierley Hill
Butterfield, Claverley and Clent Courts, Dudley Central
Highfield Estate and High-Rise, Halesowen.

Our initial work will focus on three pilot areas that have been
selected by the Council based on these factors:

The three pilot areas are:

In which areas are we starting and why? ARK is a consultancy firm which advises
councils and housing associations on
their housing activities. We work in lots
of different areas of the UK to help
councils and housing associations
provide homes and neighbourhoods that
people want to live in. 

We are based in Birmingham and have a
30 year track record.

We place a lot of importance on working
closely with local communities in the
work we do. 

ABOUT ARK



We will be sending out a short questionnaire to help us understand
your views and experience of living in your neighbourhood and your
home.

This will include asking your views on the type of improvements you
feel would be right for your home and wider neighbourhood. You can
read more about these options in the “What sort of improvements
are possible” section below. 

What sorts of things would we like to hear about?

As well as providing newsletters (printed copies will be distributed to
homes, and electronic copies will also be available by email) we will
set up a special webpage and Facebook page where you will be able
to access information and latest news.

We hope, Covid restrictions allowing, to be able to set up some
drop-in sessions where you can come along and chat to ARK and
Council staff and hear about progress. 

How are we going to make contact with you?

This partly depends on what local people want for their areas. There
are various options we can consider and our aim is to have a
straightforward way of setting out what these are and then weighing
up the pros and cons of each of them. We could focus on just basic
improvements to homes, we could add improvements to surrounding
external areas, or we could look at more substantial changes to some
properties that are difficult to repair, heat or keep safe or are not as
popular as they once were. 

We would really like to know what options you feel are right and
some of our follow-up contact with you will be about getting your
views on this.

What sort of improvements are possible?

Telephone: 0121 515 3831
Email: marketing@arkconsultancy.co.uk 
Facebook - facebook.com/participationindudley
Website - www.arkconsultancy.co.uk/better-
homes-better-places-better-lives/

Get in touch
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